


Diya likes butterflies. She

helps them if they get in a

bad spot.



She is shy in

class. They are

at the park.



The park has a

lot of

butterflies. The

plants make

the butterflies

come.



Diya wants to tell the class

some facts.



Butterflies have

six legs and four

wings.



Miss is glad.

Diya does not

talk a lot in class.



She tells them

more.

Caterpillars

come from

eggs. They turn

into butterflies.



The caterpillar eats a lot.

It makes a pod and turns into a butterfly.



Diya makes a pal.

The girls do their work side by side.



Diya and Liz spot all of the types of butterflies.



Diya gets top marks for her work.



The butterflies were a big help.
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